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doubt youve heard about the new cholesterol- nave been used for many years in Finland hut some

lowering niargarinesthe two most popular being questions still remain about their long-term safeiy

Benecol and àke ontrol The media onslaught offers Some studies have suggested that high concentrations

promises of lo er cholesterol levels through the daily of plant sterois in the blood are associated with prema
intake of these margarine-like products You dont have ture coronary artery disease

to be doctor to wonder at that reasoningand wonder wi- sc rd rycor_nd
you snould Jhen something seems too good to he true

CCLlS LIi rnrnicderS
it usuahy is and that is certainly the case with these

cho1estero1-lowerin products Thke look at the nutritional information on your

The question isnt so much Do they work as it is
container of Benecolthe main ingredient is canola

ow do they work9 and Is it orlh ii Clinical stud- oila fat plain and simple it also contains two forms

ies do snow that these products can lower cholesterol 1ev- of soybean oils wthn the top bye ingredients One serv

els particulaily DL or hafl cholesterol arketing mgabout one half tablespooncontains -b calories

materials for Benecol say that their products can lower all of which come trom tat The Benecol housaid

1.D cholesterol Ic els up to 14 percent Take Control Island dressing is even worse Two tablespoons of this

claims slightly more modest 10 percent reduction in stuff packs 130 caioresl 10 of them from fat Again
LDL The problem is ho ever that the reduction is only the main ingredient is soybean oil

temporaly and comes at price Take Control is no better One serving of the spread

tablespoon has 50 calories all from fat in addition
ifniI /\ffli

to canola SL nflower arid soybean oils the recom

mended daily intake this means youre going to take in

Products like Benecol and Thke Control contain about 150 calories of fat which will likely become the

form of plant sterola natural extract taken from fat you wear
wood and vegetable oils Sterols are molecularly similar It you read the fine print on these products yoil
to cholesterol and woric by inhiolting the absorption of notice that to achieve the touted LLL reduction you 11

cholesterol in the small intestine Therefore niore have to eat up to three servings per day I-low conven
cholesterol is excreted -from the body instead of being ient for the manufacturersespecially considering that

absorbed This process works particularly to reduce these products cost up to five times as much as regular

cholesterol because less cholesterol is processed margarine Whats really ironic is that the small print

by the liver where LDL is produced also tells you that these products deliver on their prom-
These plant sterols are descrihed as natural ises when used as part of iow-fat low-cholesterol

extracts But while they may occur in nature their use diet when truly healthy diet has no place for

as food additives is strictly man-made Fhese products processed margarine spreads or Thousand siand dress-

have gained --
JA approval in the nited States and ings nd like other cho1esterol-lowerng medical ions

Am Cl/n Nutr 69403-4101999

The Med/cal Letter 44156-581999
sMetabo/ism 408421991

Continued on page
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Stress does not cause cancer
.. ..-.

-n __1_
Tastier butter alternatives

/__ \__

The power of Drayer Mammograms
do not save lives Some researchers have sought to forge link hetv een stressful condi

Recipes from Dr McDougalls tions and the diagnosis of cancer The stories have been featured prorni

program nently in the media often based on little more than anecdotal evidence

News briefs Reduce gallstone risk Dramatic stories of traumatic life events anti deadly diseases make for

Governmental beef and dairy bias
good copybitt not good science

Vitamin and fish oil

This type of information is not only unfounded and incorrect hut
Keeping up with Dr McDougall

also damaging and irresponsible To lay an additional burden at the feet

Blood-pressure drugs might be of cancer patient is cruel lot only does the patient and his or her
making you stupid Be careful with

St Johns Wort family have to deal with tne diagnosis hut are also made to feel guilty
-- that they didnt work harder to avoid or relieve this cancerous stress

John McDougall M.D and thereby avoid this horrible disease Or worse yet they feel that the

Pub ishe stress they created actually caused the cancer
Jenny Thompson

Associate ublishe. To rJ .I ili -1cQ7cic.I-o7
Risa Fordi

Editorial Director Serious medical research debunks this pop-psychology theory time
Karen Reddel

and time anain In British study researchers found that women with
Assoc ate EOitor

Jennifer Taylor Arnold malignant breast cancer were no more likely to have experienced severe

copj Editor life events in the previous five years than those ith benign lump
Ken Danz

Norway team of scientists found that the loss of husband through
ditonal Asss ans

Gina Coco Linda Pacylowski
death or divorce had no association with breast-cancer risk.- And

Designer research involving former World Var and Korean prisoners of var
Ramsey Brisueno

tound no increaseu mortality from cancerand no one can disnute thit

00DOAI1 these people had experienced stressful life events

whole or in part is prohibited without written permis-

sion of the
publishe

Published monthly for $74 per
Li L1 07

year POSTMASTER Send add ess changes to To Youi

Health 819 Charles St. Baltimore MD 21201
Stress is natural part of life is in many ways positive .torce

For questia regarding your substaiption
motivator nder stress people have been known to accomplish amaz

please call reade services at 14i0i223-261 l9a.m.- ing things And niost often stress is entirely out of our control Felling
6p.m EST Mon.-Thurs 8a.m.-Sp.m EST Fri. Send

tancellations to P.O Box 206 Baltimore MD 2203 patIent to avoid stress is akin to telling him to stop breathing

All material in this publication is proaided for infor-
Thats why the studies supporting the cancerstress link arc so prob

mation only and may not be constised as medical lematic Asking cancer patient if he has exuerienced stress is ridiculous
advice or instruction No action or inaction should

be taken based solely on the contents of this pubh-
question paiticularly light of the lact that the vast majority ot partici

cation instead readers should consult appropriate pants in these studies are in their 50s or older it is hard to imagine that
health

professionals on any matter relating to their

health and well-being The information and opinions
they have not experienced stressful life event The loss of spouse

provided in this publication are believed to be accu- ness marital discourse financial troublesthese are all tot often part of

rate and sound based on the best judgement avail-

life esoeciallv amona the elderly population lo point to that reality and
able to thn authors but reade who fail to consult

with
appropriate

health authorities assume the risk link it to cancer is malicious at worstand irresponsible at best
of

any inluriea
The publisher is not eaponaible for

rrors or omissions 10 DOlCll iL 91 l1 31 Ii Zn

Our mission For over 27
yesi John McDougall --n 12111 -l-c

has been fighting to bring nutrition to the forefront of

mainstream medicine Frustrated by the establish

Anyone who is familiar with my work knows my views on cancer
.11- monts esistance to logic and

years
of evidence from

his clinic he act out to edutacc health conscious peo Cancer is caused by host of toxic substances that most people willingly

pIe
about the medicinal qualities of food for the treat let into their bodies each daythrough the food they eat anc their life

ment and prevention of many of todays most threat

ening diseases He is dedicated to eathing you how style choices Stress is just tlc latest scapegoat irs long line of items the

transform your life and to achieve optimum heal hand medical establishment has offered up to public that doesnt want to hear

sppearante by using the life-giving
foods that were .. _......_....... ..........

designed for your body In addition each month he BMJ 3191027-10301999
will bring you news of his latest healing and weight-loss -Eur Cancer 30A 473- 177 1994

discoveries Am Epidemic 111194-2111980



the truththat their diet and

1festyle are 1dlling thcm Continued from page

ib
these piouucs must he taken there ar so my ea1tny deli

indefinitely Once you stop your cious substitutes available

do believe that there is psy- cholesterol levels will return to

chological element to sickness and where they were before

hcalth Out would characterl7c it

more in terms of attituue pat ent
it ii

vitn positive atu tune willingness
11

to listen and lea and he ai acivo And that really what wrong

cate for his own health has much with this picture The manufactur

bettcr chance at recoveiy Rscaich ers are counting on the fact that

supports this view as well Vhen many people will see these prod-

breast-cancer patients states of ucts as magic wands as easy and it

mind were assessed using se era painless ways to better health

commonly used scales those report- fragically although theyll see

ing feelings of helplessness and their cholesterol levels artificially

hopelessness had significantly lowered they 11 he consuming
91 J1

higher incidence of death at the more fat and empty calories

five-yeai follow-up another These cholesterol-lowering Certainly an obvious step in

study researchers found that cancer products are just another shell lowering cholesterol is to stop eat-

patients who exhnitecl fighting game designed to placate people ing foods that contain it Youll

spirit were significantly more likely
while making food manufacturers also want to limit your simple sug

to he alive and relapse-free even io whole lot o-f money Believe me ars and begin light exercise pro-

years after diagnosis
there are no altruistic motives at gram At my clinic patients with

work here If these companies high cholesterol levels have low
ii i\f iT

truly wanted you to lower your
ered those levels by an average of

cholesterol and lead healthier 65 points in just Ii days So

life theyd tell you the truththat instead of filling the man ufactur

Stress does not cause cancer even these so-called healthy prod- ers pockeh keep your money and

but having cancer is certainly uc are still loaded with fat and take control of your health the

stressful If you or someone in calories and in addition are total- way God intended

your family is battling this horrible ly unnecessary especially since

disease dont waste precous ener

and time feeling guilty about
..UY -r

whatmayhavecausedit.Instead
channel that eneruy into findina

Some delicious alternatives to butter and margarine that will be

ways to fi2ht the disease and maxi-
better for your heart and wont pack on the pounds are jam apple

mize your enjoyment of life
butter applesauce great for baking corn butter and no-oil salad

Research and common sense
dressings Just be creative and youll come up with many more

will tell you that positive attitude
Following iS recipe for one of our favorites

and fighting spirit will help
Makes 1/2 cups

you win the war against cancer Preparation time..5 minutes

Im telling you that its never too Cooking time minutes for cornmeal

late to add another weapon to the 1/4 cup cornmeal

arsenal Making healthy changes cuo water

in diet and life style even after 1/4 cup additional water

cancer olagnosis can do notnmg 1-7 teaspoons lemon juice

but help health-supporting diet tsp no-salt seasoning blend

can slow the spread o-f cancer in

the body and increase the chances
Place tne cornmeal in

saucepan
add the cup water and cook stir-

of heating the disease
ring constantiy until smooth and thick Place the cooked cornmeal and

an tne remaining ingrerlients in the blender and process until smooth
-LncL 3541331-13361999 Add more water if necessary to reach desired spreading consistency



The power of prayer physicians

recognize positive effects of force

they cannot explain
When husband wife or child assigned to one of two groupsa an explanation for everything and

becomes seriously ill even the prayer group or usual care that anything that cant yet be

most errant followers will offer up group Only those awaiting heart explained probably isnt true or at

prayer Its often seen as des- transplants and those admitted for least requires more research This

perate act last-ditch effort to less than one day were omitted arrogance is seen all too often in

find some comfort some hope The assignments were completely doctors who for all their years of

But as science itself now shows it random based oniy on the last education can often be quite

can do much more than thateven digit of the patients hospital ignorant

for the nonbelievers record numberevens were Over the years Ive seen the full

People have been praying for assigned the prayer group while spectrum of doctors reactions to

the sick since the beginning of odds were placed into the usual matters of faith On one occasion

time Only in recent history as care group Patients and hospital actually heard woman say to her

medical science has become so staff were unaware of the study doctor Thank God am still

advanced has prayer taken only the chaplain and his secretary alive And he laughed No lady

back seat to science Those who were party to the information you better thank me While on

rely on prayer are now seen as The first names of patients in the other hand have been moved

antiquated quaint and naïve the prayer group were passed by the sight of physician praying

Prayer and faith are imprecise along to prayer-team leaders who at the bedside with his sick patient

in scientific terms They arent eas- were instructed to pray for them History is full of stories of

ily quantified or measured And for 28 days asking for their miraculous cures brought on by

the scientific community has rarely speedy recovery with no compli- prayer Today its power remains

ventured into the spiritual realm cations.1 The patients in the prayer Maybe this study shows that sci

But recently group of doctors in group had 10 percent reduction ence is beginning to understand

Kansas City Missouri attempted in adverse outcomes compared to or at least come to terms withthe

to measure the effects of prayer on those who werent prayed for inexplicable But you certainly

patients in hospital coronary-care Thres nothinn
dont have to wait for your doctor

unitwith some surprising results to come around little prayer

Over the course of year near-
ilL iaitii

certainly cant hurt and shouldnt

iy every patient that was admitted igh1y educated people often be sa ed for that last-ditch effort

to the Mid America Heart feel the need to scoff at the super

Institute in Kansas City was natural They feel that science has Arch Intern Mcd 1592273-22781999

c- .i cm We wekrne vnu iniput

pi If youre using Dr McDougalls program anc

new Danish study has concluded that routine mammo- ould like to share your success stories

aoout weigrt loss nei-t dsease arthrits cai
grams do not reduce breast-cancer mortality rates Eight pub-

cer headaches etc pleass -ite to us bjr
lished screening studies which included half million women story may help to inspire others and may give

fiom the United States Canada Scotland and Sweden were us new deas for articles Send maii to

evaluated in the study The researchers found no benefit from ls To Yo ea th

the early deteciion efforts of mammography Cha .imoe 12

This study reinforces what have been saying all along
hic me of rd m9

mammography clam or early detection is myth IV any
may not be able to resoond oersona to

other studies indicaie that mammography is tiawed tool
each letter oowever your eter Ni be

with no preventive henehts read and taken into consideration for future

issues and special reports
Lancet 355129-134 2000
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ws briefs

Recreationa activity
reduces risk of

gallstones

study conducted by doctors at

Harvard University has found that

women who engage in moderate

recreational activity are at signifi

cantly lower risk of developing

gallstones group of 60290

women between the ages of 40 and

65 were followed for 10 years

Women who exercised as little as

two to three hours week reduced

their risk of gallstones by as much

as 20 percent
The benefits of exercise went

beyond its effects on body weight

long known as contributor to

gallstones Physical activity also

had positive effects on many other

factors that have been linked to

the problem including glucose tol

erance LDL and triglyceride lev

els and ovarian hormones

Its important that you dont shy

away from exercise because you

think it could be too strenuous or

inconvenient Walking is just as

effective as more intensive workouts

like running aerobics and swim

ming Furthermore it can be great

way to meet people lot of com
munity groups and even local malls

have morning-walker programs

Engi JMed 341777-7841999

Beef and dairy bias

alleged on government
advisory pan

The Physicians Committee for

Responsible Medicine PCRM
has filed federal lawsuit against

two U.S government agencies

alleging that the meat and dairy

industries have undue influence on

powerful advisory committee
one that could play role in what

you feed yourself and your family

This influential advisory corn-

mittee happens to be responsible

for revising the dietary guidelines

for Americans that are the basis for

all government food programs In

addition the guidelines are dissemi

nated to the public through various

educational campaigns including

the widely used food pyramid
The PCRMs suit against the

Department of Agriculture and

the Department of Health and

Human Services alleges that at

least six of the advisory commit
tees 11 members have ties to the

meat dairy or egg industries It

charges that the committees

composition is in direct conflict

with 1972 law designed to pre
vent industry influence on federal

advisory committees

applaud the committees

efforts to hold Washington

accountable for its deceit Despite

years of research and reams of evi

dence our nation has chosen to

largely ignore the truthour

dietfull of meat milk cheese

and eggsis killing us The gov
ernment is party to this epidemic

by providing us with misleading

information through its dietary

guidelines and the food pyramid
Look for updates in future issues

as this lawsuit makes its way

through the courts

Do vitamin and fish

oll contribute to

heakhy heart

New research supports the

heart-health claims made for fish-

oil supplements while debunking

the cardiovascular benefits of vita

min In study conducted in

Italy doctors followed 11324

patients who had survived heart

attacks in the previous three

months The participants were

divided into four groups one

receiving fish-oil supplements only

gram of n-3 polyunsaturated

fatty acids daily one receiving

vitamin supplements only 300
mg daily one receiving both fish

oil and vitamin and one receiv

ing control substance After

series of follow-up visits over the

following two years the team

found that there were no signifi

cant changes in cholesterol levels

for any of the groups but that

there was small decrease in the

triglyceride levels of those taking

the fish-oil supplements
Over three to five years the

groups receiving fish oil had 15

percent lower risk of death and

nonfatal heart attack and stroke

than the vitamin-F-only and control

groups Vitamin showed no sig

nificant benefit for the participants

While the fish-oil results are sig

nificant would interpret them

with caution Fish oil works by

thinning the blooda result

reached much more easily by tak

ing small daily dose of aspirin

when medically indicated To

achieve the reported benefits of

fish oil you must take just the right

amountan amount far larger

than can ever be achieved through

dietary intake And fish oil is still

oil after all and oil is fatand
that leads to obesity which con
tributes to heart disease high

blood pressure and stroke

Fish oil also can contain signifi

cant amounts of cholesterolwhich

is at odds with the goal of healthy

heart The important thing to

remember is that heart disease is

certainly not caused by lack of fish

oil in your diet If you are already

following healthy eating plan you

shouldnt need to supplement your

diet with fish oil or vitamin

If you are concerned that you
arent getting enough essential fatty

acids in your diet remember that

fresh ground flaxseed is an excel

lent vegetarian source that has also

been shown to be heart healthy

Lancet 354447-455 1999
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The iVcDougall 1ro /br fljincn Now 3jTT yor hI br goc in beautiftd Napa Va ej Look ard

iilahlc in pape-hc\ .Si th13 The iAcJougai1 Pograit wil chaige
The McDougailrogiwn Jora HealthY

-tut ie oieve anc1 ou yu on 1e ro dynamic heakiv
1leart The McDougall Quck and a.sv

Cookbook i7 itJcDoitgall Proum Rach your ideal weight

Iiielve Days to Dynamic ifraIl/i hLnd Watch your cholesterol and blood sugar levels fall

bookstores or order at 707576-654 fax icccease your dependence on medications

707576-3313 800570-1654 on the web Manage stress

http//www.thmcdougall.com Increase endurance for work and play

Control serious health problems such as diabetes and highHh blood pressure

Dr McDougaHsPigrtPos Iteiis
Pecuce ns tot cancet rthiiiis and heart discsc

Cereals Soups and Meals in cup Fow The McDougall Piograrn at St i-Ielcna Center for Health was rated the

new meals available Chili v/Beans No weight loss and health-enhancing program in the country by Physicians

Corn Chips Mashed Potatoescountry
Committee For Responsible Medicine

Carden Style Oatmeal Badeyw/Rcal Take chaige of your health Experience the program that has enabled thou-

Peaches Raspberries and Oatmeal sands to change their diet and improve their health and quality of life Join Dr

Barley w/Peal Bananas Maple ound Joon ivicDougall end his team of professionals in the Napa Valley1esidential

in grocery and natural foods stores or by programs begin on April May and June 2000 For reseiatio1is and infor

phone 800367-3844 or -fax 650635-
mation please call us or visit our website

6010 On the web -w.s1elen hosptai org

http//www.righiftods.conl MJougnU Programs at Hena Cnter or Health

8935S9195
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1p to thank Ol and your lovely fbmilv for a/I your hard itok in giving us tile nicest most oauzed trip

we ever experienced J-ft truly nun knoit rhe nuaiung of adventure IlL LSjeciil/V liked Inc food and flint was the

main reason wanted lJeclev 10 go on this tuiJJ
.veanmne Ultelman Napa cA

join in occa palle the mo CO ccsca ca
Our first night will be spent in San Jose and then we depart for El Ocotal Hotel first class luxury oceanside

resort with views that take your breath awmr/ Each room has its own lerracc overlooking the blue Pacific The

lobby and restaurant perched atop knoll sucroundeo by water on three sides and with El Ocotals third swim

mmg pool below is regarded as one of Costa Ricas most picturesque spots In addition John and Mary

McDougall will be providing education on the McDougall program Al meals are pure-vegetarian low-fat and

delicious The bar offers tropical cocktails varied wine list and both local and imported spirits. and yes the tap

water is safe to drink

Our own naturalists will guide us to the natmonal parks wildlife reserves nearby towns and other points of interest

We have five day-long excursions planned for you including horse-hack riding Jr wagon ride through the rain forest

Class to not rough white water rafting swinging through the canopy If the forest and boating up an estuary The

animal and plant life is ewtic Am can spend as much time as you want relaxing swimming snorkeling SCUBA or

on any land excursions

The total cost of the trip is $1450 per person singles SI $50 and is all inclusive This does net include transportation

and airfare to and from San Jose. This means all actvtes adventures boat trips SCUBA rid snorkehrig ifips

meals cohoiic and nnalc hoe beverages local spit us winos and beers nad transfers are inc ude

We have arranged special low-cost group-based airfares and have other money-saving tips and discounts to offer

Please call us for details today at 800570-1654 Deposit is $400 per person fully refundable until March 15 2000

balance due May 2000

For miv inorrration or re$ervatJ k%9957dJ-.i654 today



Bood pressure drugs may be

making you stupid

Antihypertensive medications are among the most

commonly prescribed drugs today However while

they may work they dont come without side effects

the latest of which we could all do without They have

recently been found to diminish brain function in

older adults The worst culprits it appears are the

calcium channel blockers or CCBs
In recent Canadian study doctors measured the

cognitive function of 509 subjects over five years

Seventy-five percent of the participants who were reg

ularly taking calcium channel blockers demonstrated

decline in cognitive function while 59 percent of

patients taking other forms of antihypertensive drugs

showed similar decline.1

About 34 percent of CCB users showed cognitive-

function decline of 10 points or more as compared with

24 percent of patients receiving other medications

If you are taking CCBs you should talk to your

doctor about possible alternatives While it takes more

effort on your part generally losing weight through

exercise and healthy diet that is low in sodium and

fat and high in potassium and fiber is much more

effective than taking any medicationwith no nega
tive side effects

Its also important to remember that you dont

need to work out strenuously to reap huge benefits

brisk walk three times week is plenty to get you

started. and to make difference

Canadian Medical Association Journal 161501-506 1999

Issue wrap-up

Report warns of serious drug inter

actions wFth St Johns Wort
St Johns Wort continues to grow in popularity

and more and more research supports its use in the

treatment of depression In recent study in

Germany hypericum extracts like St Johns Wort were

found to be more effective than placebo and just as

effective as prescription medication in the treatment

of moderate depression.1

However another recent study found that St Johns

Wort caused serious side effects when taken in con

junction with certain prescription medications such as

digoxin theophylline and cyclosporin The herbal sup

plement was found to affect the blood concentrations

of medications and in some cases to double the meta
bolic activity of liver enzymes2 In addition patients

taking regular doses of serotonin-reuptake inhibitors

like Prozac in addition to St Johns Wort were at

increased risk of contracting serotonin syndrome

potentially fatal condition with symptoms of euphoria

overactive reflexes confusion and intoxication

Its important to note here that the validity of these

claims is still being questioned due to the lack of solid

scientific evidence supporting the allegations.3

While numerous studies show that St Johns Wort

can be effective and is in most cases safe please

remember to treat this substance with care If you reg

ularly take prescribed medication check with your

doctor before taking St Johns Wort

BMJ 3191534-1539 1999

Lancet 3542014-2016 1999

Arch Intern Med 1591957 1999

Life is filled with stress Although sometimes it can be painful its not unhealthy or unnatural Stress causes us

to get jobs done problems solvedwithout stress know wouldnt be the person am today During times of great

human distress and suffering such as world wars people actually became healthierthere was less heart disease

diabetes MS and obesity during World War II than there is now Why Because those tough times made rich foods

less available The way stress can really hurt your health is by causing you to eat more rich foods smoke more drink

more coffee and alcohol and forgo your exercise Its healthy to know what you can control and accept what you

cant You may not be able to control stress but you can control your habits and behavior

02

John McDougall M.D

P.S Next month youll learn why you need to monitor your heart health even if your blood-pressure readings

are low and youll hear about SAMe the new wonder drug that can relieve both physical AND mental suffering

Also check out the Web site www.usda.gov for details on Februarys Great Debate as debate Dr Atkins and
others at the U.S Department of Agriculture

John McDougaH M.D graduated from Michigan State University Medical School and completed his residency training in internal medicine at the

University of Hawaii He is board-certified
specialist in internal medicine and one of the worlds

leading experts on health and nutrition As medical director

of revolutionar/ program at St Helena
Hospital in Napa Valley California he has attracted national acclaim for

helping people of
virtually all ages to over

come chronic illnesses and reverse life-threatening conditions

Dr McDougall is the author of several nationally best-selling books including The McDougall Plan McDougalls Medicine Challenging Second Opinion The

McDougall Program 12 Days to Dynamic Health and The McDougall Program for Maximum Weight Loss

Dr McDougalls face will be familiar to many from his television appearances on CNN The Phil Donahue Show and other programs He also hosts his own

nationally syndicated television program McDougall M.D shown throughout the country


